Chromosome rearrangement, a hallmark of cancer, has profound effects on carcinogenesis and tumor phenotype. We used a panel of 60 human cancer cell lines (the NCI-60) as a model system to identify relationships among DNA copy number, mRNA expression level, and drug sensitivity. For each of 64 cancer-relevant genes, we calculated all 4,096 possible Pearson's correlation coefficients relating DNA copy number (assessed by comparative genomic hybridization using bacterial artificial chromosome microarrays) and mRNA expression level (determined using both cDNA and Affymetrix oligonucleotide microarrays). The analysis identified an association of ERBB2 overexpression with 3p copy number, a finding supported by data from human tumors and a mouse model of ERBB2-induced carcinogenesis. When we examined the correlation between DNA copy number for all 353 unique loci on the bacterial artificial chromosome microarray and drug sensitivity for 118 drugs with putatively known mechanisms of action, we found a striking negative correlation (À0.983; 95% bootstrap confidence interval, À0.999 to À0.899) between activity of the enzyme drug L-asparaginase and DNA copy number of genes near asparagine synthetase in the ovarian cancer cells. Previous analysis of drug sensitivity and mRNA expression had suggested an inverse relationship between mRNA levels of asparagine synthetase and L-asparaginase sensitivity in the NCI-60. The concordance of pharmacogenomic findings at the DNA and mRNA levels strongly suggests further study of L-asparaginase for possible treatment of a low-synthetase subset of clinical ovarian cancers. The DNA copy number database presented here will enable other investigators to explore DNA transcript-drug relationships in their own domains of research focus. [Mol Cancer Ther 2006;5(4):853 -67] 
Introduction
The phenotype of cancer is a dynamic interplay of changes at the DNA, mRNA, and protein levels that results in altered responses to extracellular stimuli and in unregulated growth. Further improvements in cancer treatment will depend, in considerable part, on knowledge of how those disparate factors interact with one another. The complexity of DNA-RNA-protein relationships provides ample opportunity for several levels of regulation leading to a phenotype. There is no reason to expect a priori that such relationships would be linear, consistent across genes, or even consistent for a particular gene under different cellular conditions. For example, there are several cases in which gene copy number has been reported to correlate with expression, others in which gene copy number does not seem to correlate with expression, and instances in which both cases exist for the same gene (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . However, a strong correlation between DNA copy number and gene expression or drug response increases the likelihood that the gene is subject to selective pressure.
Acquisition of both gene copy number and expression data for the same set of samples presents an opportunity to ask how gene copy number influences mRNA levels for the same gene or different genes. However, we wanted to take another step with respect to pharmacogenomic issues (6) . We wanted an experimental system in which we could assess the relationship of DNA copy number and mRNA level to sensitivity of the cells to a variety of drugs and potential drugs. The natural choice was the set of 60 human cancer cell lines (the NCI-60) used by the Developmental Therapeutics Program of the National Cancer Institute for screening and secondary testing of potential anticancer agents. The NCI-60 panel is diverse. It includes leukemias, melanomas, and carcinomas of breast, ovary, kidney, colon, prostate, lung, and central nervous system origin. Since 1990 when the NCI-60 assay went into full operation, >100,000 chemical compounds (plus a large number of natural product extracts) have been tested in a 48-hour growth inhibition assay (7, 8) . In addition to the resulting pharmacologic profiles of the NCI-60, the cells have been more fully characterized at the molecular level than any other set of cells in existence. We and our collaborators have profiled them for mRNA expression using cDNA microarrays (9, 10) and oligonucleotide chips (11) , for protein expression using twodimensional protein gel electrophoresis (12, 13) and ''reverse-phase'' lysate arrays (14, 15) , and for chromosomal aberrations (16) .
Here, we present the first array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) characterization of the NCI-60 and relate the resulting profiles to mRNA expression and drug sensitivity. Genes represented on the arrays used in the study included cancer-related genes involved in carcinogenesis, proliferation, apoptosis, cell cycle regulation, signal transduction, and drug resistance. One particular aim was to follow up on our earlier observation in the NCI-60 of a relationship between sensitivity to the enzyme drug L-asparaginase and expression of asparagine synthetase mRNA (9) . L-asparaginase has been used since the early 1970s to treat acute lymphoblastic leukemia; thus, we were intrigued to find a very strong negative correlation [À0.98; two-tailed 95% bootstrap confidence interval (95% CI), À1.00 to À0.928], between activity of Lasparaginase and expression of asparagine synthetase for the NCI-60 leukemias. We were not surprised to see an inverse relationship, but the near-perfect correlation across a diverse set of cell lines (and in the face of experimental error) was unexpected. Still more interesting, there was also a strong negative correlation (À0.88; 95% CI, À0.231 to À0.987) for the ovarian cell types. As indicated by the latter CI, the correlation for ovarian lines was statistically significant when considered in relation to a single hypothesis but not after appropriate correction for multiple comparisons testing. Hence, we thought of it as a clue to formulate the hypothesis that a subset of ovarian cancers low in asparagine synthetase would be sensitive to the drug. In the present study, we therefore sought evidence at the DNA copy number level that would either support or contradict the hypothesis and also perhaps cast light on the role of copy number in determining asparagine synthetase expression levels. The results, as will be described in detail later, were surprisingly definite.
Materials and Methods
Gene Expression Data Gene expression data on the NCI-60 cell lines were obtained by hybridization to cDNA microarrays (9, 10) and Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA) oligonucleotide chips (11) as described previously. In the cDNA array studies, Cy5-labeled cDNA from the test cells was cohybridized with Cy3-labeled cDNA from an index standard pool (9) consisting of 12 representative cell lines. Measured Cy5/ Cy3 ratios were normalized using Gaussian-windowed moving-average fits (without background subtraction; ref. 17) to correct for curvature in the red channel versus green channel scatter plots. For the oligonucleotide data (11), average difference values were floored at 30 (i.e., all values <30 were set to 30) based on empirical determination of the minimum level for which measurements reliably reflected signal rather than noise (18) . 10 Array CGH Using the Oncobacterial Artificial Chromosome DNA Microarray DNA harvested from the 60 cell lines was purified using the QIAmp DNA Blood Maxi kit (Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA) and quantitated fluorimetrically. Normal female genomic DNA, obtained from Promega (Madison, WI), was used as a reference. Probes for the cell lines and reference sample were prepared by digesting 1 Ag of DNA with DpnII (NEB, Boston, MA) and then treating it with a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). Cell line and reference DNA samples were labeled with Cy3-dUTP and Cy5-dUTP (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ), respectively, as described elsewhere (19) . Labeled probes were purified using MicroSpin G-50 columns (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). Approximately 250 ng of each labeled probe was ethanol precipitated with 50 Ag of human cot-1 DNA (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and resuspended in 20 AL of hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 2Â SSC, 4% SDS, and 1% yeast tRNA). Probes were denatured at 73jC for 5 minutes and reannealed at 37jC for 60 to 90 minutes before applying them to the slides.
The OncoBAC DNA microarrays used for CGH comprised 450 bacterial artificial chromosome, P1-derived artificial chromosome, and P1 clones printed in quadruplicate. The clone set was selected to include well-known and/ or previously reported genes and loci associated with carcinogenesis, cell cycle regulation, cell proliferation, or apoptosis, as well as loci located in known amplicons. These clones and their genomic locations are listed at (20) . 11 The arrays were prepared as described previously (20) . Briefly, the DNA was amplified by PCR with degenerate oligonucleotide primers containing a 5V amine group. The resulting PCR products were printed in quadruplicate onto 3D-Link activated slides (Motorola Life Sciences, Northbrook, IL) using a custom array-printing robot (19) . The slides were incubated overnight in a box with saturated NaCl vapor for post-print coupling and then stored in a desiccator.
Array hybridizations were done as described elsewhere (19 -22) . Briefly, the array slides were pretreated in blocking solution [50 mmol/L ethanolamine, 0.1 mol/L Tris (pH 9), 0.1% SDS] for 15 minutes at 50jC and then immersed in boiling water to denature the DNA. A rubber cement dam was placed around the array, and a probe mixture (described above) denatured at 73jC was applied. The slide was then placed without cover glass in a humidified chamber (50% formamide, 2Â SSC) on a rocker at 37jC for 48 to 72 hours. Control hybridizations comparing normal male and female reference DNA were run to check assay quality. After hybridization, the slides were washed for 15 minutes at 50jC in 50% formamide/2Â SSC (pH 7), for 30 minutes at 50jC in 2Â SSC/0.1% SDS, and finally for 15 minutes at room temperature in PN buffer [0.1 mol/L sodium phosphate buffer, 0.1% NP40 (pH 8)]. The slides were then stained with 4V ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (1 Amol/L DAPI, 1Â PBS, 90% glycerol) for imaging.
TIFF format and 16-bit gray scale images were collected using a custom CCD camera imager fitted with CY3, CY5, and DAPI filters. The images were then analyzed as described elsewhere (19, 23) . Spots with low DAPI intensity, low correlation between CY3 and CY5 pixel intensities, or low pixel numbers for the DAPI base segmented spot were eliminated from further analyses. Data were normalized to the median raw CY3/CY5 ratio and converted to log 2 to weight gains and losses equally. The mean and SD of the normalized log 2 ratio were calculated for each of the quadruplicate spots. Clones were eliminated from further analyses if the log 2 SD of the four replicate values exceeded 0.332 or if the ratio measurement was based on a single spot.
Spectral Karyotyping Spectral karyotyping studies were carried out for 59 of the 60 cell lines (16) . The 60th cell line, MDA-N, is no longer being made available for analysis. NCI UNK/ADR RES was not included in the breakpoint analysis presented here because we found that it is almost certainly a derivative of OVCAR8; hence, including it would have introduced bias. The evidence has been reported in detail elsewhere (16) .
Drug Activity Profiles For this analysis, we focused on a set of 118 compounds (24) with known or experimentally supported mechanisms of action. The data used were 50% growth inhibitory concentrations of the compounds in the NCI Developmental Therapeutics Program's NCI-60 screen (7). 12 Each compound had been profiled multiple, independent times against the cell lines in a 48-hour sulforhodamine B assay. The data were filtered and analyzed as described previously (9, 24 Gene Matching between Data Sets Before analysis could begin, it was necessary to identify the genes represented in the array CGH and in the two expression data sets and to determine the intersection of those three sets. The data set intersections (merge lists) were generated using a Python script, parseUniGene, 13 an early developmental version of our publicly available, web-based MatchMiner program (25) . 14 The program matched IMAGE clone IDs for the cDNA arrays with Genbank accession numbers for both the oligonucleotide chips and the CGH arrays through their UniGene cluster assignments (build 132). After this matching procedure, the resulting data were screened for missing and floored values. For each of the three data sets, only those sequences or clones with V45 missing or floored values were carried forward.
Because some genes were represented by more than one sequence on the array, the next step was to ensure that each entry in a merge list represented a one-to-one relationship between array CGH and expression. Therefore, we derived, on a gene-by-gene basis, a single array CGH or expression value per cell line for those genes represented by more than one sequence on an array. For the array CGH data, the log-mean of the copy number ratio was computed after confirming a similar pattern of hybridization between clones representing the same locus across the 60 cell lines by computing the Pearson's correlation coefficient. That procedure yielded a total of 353 unique genes from the array CGH data. To maximize the reliability of the expression data, we restricted our attention in the present analyses to a 64-gene subset that satisfied two conditions: (a) each gene was present in the array CGH, cDNA, and oligonucleotide data sets, and (b) each gene showed an expression pattern reasonably concordant between the cDNA and oligonucleotide data sets (i.e., correlation coefficient > 0. 3; ref. 18) . For genes with multiple representations in the expression data sets, we used the sequence that gave the highest correlation between cDNA and oligonucleotide array expression data (18) . That selection process would not be expected to bias statistical calculations relating expression to the array CGH data.
Statistical Analysis
Except when specified, all analyses were done using SAS (SAS Software, Inc., v8.2). Once the gene lists were finalized, array CGH-cDNA array Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated for all 64 Â 64 = 4,096 possible pairs of genes (with all data log 2 transformed) after a detailed examination of the data for outliers (see Supplementary Materials and  Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 for a description). 15 The Supplementary Figs . S1 and S2. 15 Confidence limits for the correlations were estimated by bootstrap resampling (26) using the empirical percentile method with balanced resampling of 10,000 iterations. By using bootstrap resampling, we avoided parametric assumptions about the distributions of the variables.
The reliability of the correlation between each gene's copy number and its expression was assessed in two ways. First the Westfall-Young (27) Ps for each gene expresses the probability of finding a correlation for any gene as big as that gene's correlation but under the null hypothesis of zero correlation (assuming no systematic relationship between gene expression and array CGH). The null distribution was estimated by recalculating the correlations many times after permuting the correspondence between expression values and array CGH. Such resampling preserves the correlations between different genes. The second estimate of reliability used the notion of false discovery rate, the expected fraction of false positives among all positives. The expected false discovery rate was computed using the BenjaminiHochberg (28) procedure. The q (29) for each gene is the smallest false discovery rate at which that gene would be declared as positively correlated. We calculated qs for each of the 64 correlations. Those calculations were done using the R statistical language. 16 The 64 Â 64 matrix of array CGH-cDNA array Pearson's correlation coefficients was row-and columnordered by chromosomal location (i.e., from chromosome 1 to X) to create what we here term a ''genomic image map'' using our CIMminer program package with the ''no-clustering'' option. 17 Analogous genomic image maps were also generated for the 64 Â 64 array CGH-array CGH and array CGH-oligonucleotide array correlation matrices. To begin analysis of the relationship between DNA copy number and drug sensitivity, similar pairwise correlations were calculated between the array CGH 353-gene data set and the 118 tested compounds. Genomic image maps and clustered image maps (6) of the resulting matrices of drug-array CGH correlation coefficients were ordered by hierarchical agglomerative clustering with a correlation distance metric and average linkage using CIMminer.
Results

Array CGH Expression Comparisons
We explored the relationships between DNA copy number and mRNA expression. A total of 165 genes (represented by 204 sequences on the array CGH array and 206 sequences on the cDNA array) were found in both the array CGH and cDNA sets. 212 genes (represented by 263 sequences and 252 sequences, respectively) were found in both the array CGH and oligonucleotide sets. To ensure a robust analysis, we focused our attention on 64 genes that were represented in all three data sets, had no more than 45 missing or floored values in any of the data sets, and had a Pearson's correlation coefficient of >0.30 when comparing the cDNA and oligonucleotide expression data ( Table 1 ). The latter criterion defines a set of genes whose expression patterns have been validated in silico. This validation process lent confidence that we were measuring expression levels and DNA copy numbers for the same genes (18) .
Using CIMminer, we created genomic image maps ( Fig. 1A and B) containing the Pearson correlation coefficients for all possible combinations of array CGHcDNA array and array CGH-oligonucleotide array data, respectively. ''Self-self'' (i.e., same gene) correlations seem on the major diagonal in each figure. The average F SE of the array CGH expression self-self correlation (over the 64 genes) was 0.29 F 0.03 (range, À0.28 to 0.63) for the array CGH-cDNA and 0.23 F 0.0.02 (range, À0.29 to 0.51) for the array CGH-oligonucleotide comparisons. There were no statistically significant negative self-self correlations (Table 1) . Those findings across disparate cell types and across the genome support the generalization that DNA copy number is one factor (among others) that can influence gene expression. Figure 1A and B shows several interesting patterns off diagonal, potentially representing associations between the DNA copy number of one gene and the expression of another gene (on the same chromosome or a different one). Two such patterns of positive correlation lie close to the diagonal and correspond to genes at 3p21.31-p25.3 (i.e., #9 -12, Fig. 1 , bottom) and 11q13.3 (i.e., #34 -35). Those regions contain several genes (VHL, von HippelLindau tumor suppressor; RAF1, v-raf-1 murine leukemia viral oncogene homologue 1; CDC25A, cell division cycle 25A; and ARHA, ras homologue gene family member A on 3p21.31-p25.3; CCND1, cyclin D1, and EMS1, cortactin on 11q13.3) with positive correlations between DNA copy number and gene expression that were reciprocal (i.e., the copy number of VHL was positively correlated with expression of RAF1 and vice Table 1 ). A, correlation of DNA copy number with expression levels measured using cDNA arrays. B, correlation of DNA copy number with expression levels measured using Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays. C, correlation of DNA copy number with itself. Red and blue indicate high and low correlations, respectively. Top right, chromosome numbers from 1 to X . versa). The 3p pattern was most striking in the array CGH-cDNA comparison (Fig. 1A) . Several of the 3p relationships were statistically significant (Table 2;  Supplementary Table S1) . 15 The same pattern was seen in the array CGH-oligonucleotide comparison ( Fig. 1B ; Table 2; Supplementary Table S2 ). 15 The relationship between CCND1 and EMS1 on 11q13.3 was significant and reciprocal in both comparisons (Table 2) . The observation of reciprocity between neighboring genes could be interpreted as evidence for an underlying structural mechanism that links gene expression to DNA copy number. Array CGH-array CGH correlations showed strong relationships between neighboring genes in the same region (Fig. 1C) . Interestingly, spectral karyotyping data (16) 
Off-diagonal relationships between gene expression and gene copy number may reflect any number of different phenomena: direct interaction between the gene products, ''linkage effects'' of neighboring genes that interact directly, indirect interactions involving other genes in a pathway, or selective pressure for underlying chromosomally mediated mechanisms. In the last case, we might expect to find that array CGH-expression correlations are not a result of the copy number of one gene influencing the expression of another but rather reflect a correlation at the DNA level. To address this, we compared the instances of high positive and negative array CGH-expression correlation with those of high positive and negative array CGH self-correlation. There was little overlap between the two types of correlations, indicating a lack of selection for coordinate rearrangement at the chromosomal level (Fig. 1) . Those associations that did show overlap between the array CGH-expression correlations and the array CGH selfcorrelation included chromosome 3p25-p21 (i.e., #9 -12, Fig. 1 ) and chromosome 11q13 (i.e., #33 -34, Fig. 1 ). Additionally, a positive correlation between 20p11-13 (encompassing FKBP1A, FK506 binding protein 1A, 12 kDa; CDC25B, cell division cycle 25B; and SEC23B, Sec23 homologue B; i.e., #54 -56, Fig. 1 ) and MX2, myxovirus (influenza virus) resistance 2 mouse (i.e., #61, Fig. 1 ) at 21q22.3 in the array CGH expression data was also present in the array CGH self-comparison.
Most of the statistically significant off-diagonal relationships corresponding to genes on different chromosomes could not be explained on the basis of the literature. However, four such relationships were identified as interesting based on known biology: (a) There was a positive correlation between DNA copy number for CDC25A and expression of CCNA2 (cyclin A2) in both the array CGH-cDNA (0.42; 95% CI, 0.2 -0.59) and array CGH-oligonucleotide (0.35; 95% CI, 0.10 -0.57) comparisons. Cdc25A is a phosphatase that directly interacts with cyclin-dependent kinase 2/cyclin A complexes, dephosphorylating cyclin A and activating the complex during the G 1 -S transition. Both CDC25A and CCNA2 showed significant self-self correlations in the array CGH-cDNA array comparisons (Table 1) . CCNA2 also showed a significant self-self correlation in the array CGHoligonucleotide array comparison (Table 1 ). Those observations suggest that DNA copy number plays a role in determining the expression levels of those genes. To check whether the correlation between CDC25A copy number and CCNA2 expression reflected selection at the DNA level, we examined the correlation between CDC25A and CCNA2 DNA copy number. The correlation was 0.34 (95% bootstrap CI, 0.07 -0.58), suggesting that there may be selective pressure to keep the DNA copy numbers of those two genes in some degree of balance.
(b) CCNA2 copy number was significantly positively correlated with cell division cycle 25C (CDC25C) expression in the cDNA array comparison (0.44; 95% CI, 0.25 -0.61). As mentioned above, CCNA2 showed a significant self-self correlation, whereas CDC25C did not. However, the transcription of CDC25C and CCNA2 is mediated through the CDE-CHR complex (31) . That shared regulation, combined with the fact that CCNA2 expression was significantly correlated with its copy number, suggests that the association between CCNA2 copy number and CDC25C reflects the shared transcriptional control of those two genes.
(c) Thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG) copy number was inversely correlated with SMT3 suppressor of mif two 3 homologue 3 (SMT3H1) expression in the array CGH-oligonucleotide comparison (À0.37; 95% CI, À0.54 to À0.16) although not in the array CGH-cDNA array comparison (À0.11; 95% CI, À0.32 to 0.11). TDG encodes thymidine-DNA glycosylase, and SMT3H1 encodes SUMO-3. SUMO-3 sumoylates TDG, a modification proposed as the link between TDG and AP glycosylases in the base excision repair pathway (32).
(d) ERBB2 (c-erb B2/neu) expression was inversely correlated with ARHA and CDC25A DNA copy number. For the cDNA array expression data, the values were À0.42 (95% CI, À0.61 to À0.15) and À0.30 (95% CI, À0.52 to À0.08), respectively. For the oligonucleotide array expression data, the corresponding figures were À0.48 (95% CI, À0.68 to À0.19) and À0.31 (95% CI, À0.53 to À0.12), respectively. This inverse relationship has been documented in the literature as the observation of ERBB2 amplification and/or overexpression and loss of 3p, as determined by CGH or loss of heterozygosity (33, 34) . Neither study was able to show a statistical relationship between ERBB2 amplification and 3p loss and did not address whether ERBB2 overexpression was associated with 3p loss. Similarly, the analysis of array CGH-array CGH correlations did not show a negative correlation between 3p copy number and ERBB2 copy number.
Array CGH, Expression, and Drug Sensitivity in NCI-60
That observation makes it clear that the previously established association is a result of ERBB2 overexpression, and that the association is not dependent on overexpression as a result of ERBB2 amplification.
Array CGH and Drug Response
In addition to examining the relationship between DNA copy number and mRNA expression levels, we analyzed the correlation between DNA copy number and drug activity against the NCI-60 for a set of 118 compounds whose mechanisms of action are putatively known. Computing the Pearson's correlation coefficients for these ''mechanism of action'' drugs (24) and clustering (6) yielded the clustered image map in Fig. 2A . The correlations between drugs and DNA copy number ranged from À0.57 to 0.54. Drugs with similar mechanisms of action, such as the taxol analogues and camptothecin derivatives, clustered together ( Supplementary Fig. S3) . 15 Known relationships, such as the inverse correlation between ATP-binding cassette, subfamily B (MDR/TAP), member 1 (ABCB1) DNA copy number and activity of ABCB1/MDR1 substrates, were present (Fig. 2B ), as were several novel relationships. Some chromosome regions (e.g., 3q) clustered tightly together, whereas others (e.g., chromosome 7) scattered widely (see Supplementary Fig. S4 ). 15 Table 3  and Supplementary Table S5 15 highlight some of those DNA copy number-drug relationships with bootstrapestimated 95% CIs that do not include zero.
The array CGH-drug genomic image map (not shown) yielded interesting observations. Certain regions of the genome showed correlations for entire classes of drugs, such as the tubulin-interacting agents and those that act through incorporation into DNA. For example, we saw a block of three genes from chromosome 4q13-21 (PDGFRA, platelet-derived growth factor receptor, a polypeptide; EPHA5 , EPH receptor A5; and ALB , albumin) that were inversely correlated with almost all of the drugs thought to act through incorporation into DNA. None of the genes has any known association with DNA metabolism, suggesting that we had observed a linkage effect and that the gene responsible for the correlations was in the same region of 4q. We used MatchMiner (25) to retrieve a list of the HUGO symbols of genes in the region of 4q13-21. That list was then used as input to GoMiner (35) to identify genes that might be involved in DNA metabolism, particularly in DNA repair. Electronic annotation of one of those genes, ankyrin repeat domain 17 (ANKRD17), indicate that it binds damaged DNA and that it is involved in mismatch repair.
Two regions (3q26-qter and 12p12-13) were correlated with the tubulin-interacting agents. Genes from 3q26 [SLC2A2, solute carrier family 2 (facilitated glucose transporter), member 2; PIK3CA, phosphoinositide-3-kinase, catalytic, a polypeptide; and TERC, telomerase RNA component, as well as several sequence-tagged sites] Array CGH, Expression, and Drug Sensitivity in NCI-60
were negatively correlated with the activity patterns of maytansine and vincristine sulfate, both microtubule destabilizers, and positively correlated with those of taxol and its derivatives, which are microtubule stabilizers. Those observations suggest that the correlations related in some fashion to microtubule chemistry or function, probably focused on h-tubulin (36 -38). However, there was no statistically significant correlation with some of the other tubulin-destabilizing agents, such as the colchicines, dolastatin-10, halichondrin B, trityl-cysteine, or vinblastine sulfate. None of the genes on the array that map to 3q26 or to 3q have any known interaction with tubulins in general or h-tubulin specifically. Following a similar approach to that described above, we retrieved the gene symbols for genes on 3q26-3qter and used GoMiner to map them into the Gene Ontology. There were several genes known to be involved in transport (including some ABC transporters), genes involved in cytoskeleton organization and maintenance, and LOC389192, a gene for a hypothetical protein similar in sequence to the tubulin h-4q chain. However, not one gene stood out as the likely driver of the correlations with tubulin-interacting agents.
On chromosome 12, ets variant gene 6 (ETV6/TEL oncogene, 12p12-p13) was negatively correlated with all of the tubulin-interacting agents. Several tubulin or tubulin-associated genes are on chromosome 12. However, all of them are on the q arm, and there were no significant negative correlations between 12q genes and the activity patterns of the tubulin-interacting agents.
From DNA to RNA to Drug Sensitivity One particularly interesting relationship we showed in a previous analysis was that between asparagine synthetase expression and sensitivity to L-asparaginase (9) . Although the correlation across all 60 cell lines was only moderately high (À0. 44) , an analysis of the data by tissue of origin revealed strong negative correlations for leukemias (À0.98; 95% bootstrap CI, À1.00 to À0.93) and ovarian cancers (À0.88; 95% bootstrap CI, À0.99 to À0.23). When we asked whether a similar correlation would be seen at the DNA level, loci on 7q showed a negative correlation in both the ovarian and leukemic cell lines. In particular, MET (met proto-oncogene), which is 18.9 Mb telomeric of asparagine synthetase (asparagine synthetase itself was not present on the array), showed a striking correlation of À0.983 (95% bootstrap CI, À0.999 to À0.899) for the ovarian cell lines and À0.723 (95% bootstrap CI, À0.991 to 0.0388) for the leukemic lines (Fig. 3A) , similar to what was found previously with the expression data (Fig. 3B ).
Discussion
The new technologies for high-resolution, genome-wide profiling at the DNA and mRNA levels make it possible to study the effect of genomic rearrangements and DNA copy number changes on gene expression. By performing such studies for the NCI-60 cell line panel, we have taken advantage of the rich characterization of those cells in terms of drug sensitivities (to >100,000 chemically defined compounds) to map DNA and mRNA profiles into the domains of molecular pharmacologic and drug discovery (6, 39) . The methods of analysis used here enable us to correlate the DNA copy number of a gene, not just with its own expression but also with the expression of other genes (on the same or a different chromosome).
The data show a generally positive correlation between a given gene's copy number and its expression at the mRNA level. The association of gene copy number with gene expression has also been found in breast cell lines and primary breast tumors (40, 41) , as well as in a model of prostate cancer (42) and in HL60 (43). Hyman et al. (40) showed that in 14 breast cancer cell lines, 44% of highly amplified genes were highly expressed and found that f10.5% of highly expressed genes were amplified. They also saw a positive trend in expression level with copy number when the DNA copy number and mRNA expression were classified as ''gain,'' ''loss,'' or ''no change'' without regard to magnitude. The results were similar for a panel of 44 primary breast tumors and 10 cell lines (41) . Sixty-two percent of highly amplified genes showed increased gene expression of at least a moderate level, and 42% of the highly amplified genes showed comparable overexpression of mRNA. Similarly, average RNA expression tracked with DNA copy number across all classes of DNA copy number alteration (deletion, no change, and low-level, medium-level, and high-level amplification). Twelve percent of the variation in gene expression was directly attributable to gene copy number. In a prostate carcinogenesis model, Phillips et al. (42) found that 51% of genes up-regulated during the transition to malignancy mapped to DNA copy number gains, and that 42% of down-regulated genes were found in regions of DNA copy number loss. When there was gain of a whole chromosome arm or whole chromosome, the average gene expression of all of the involved genes increased, although the degree of increase varied on a gene-by-gene basis.
Very few of the apparent relationships in our data between DNA copy number of one gene and expression of another are reflected in the literature. Most of them probably reflect statistical coincidence or else the large chromosomal rearrangements that characterize most solid tumors and result in ''linkage effects.'' We would expect such ''linkage effects'' when the true relationship driving the correlation actually involves genes close to those identified in our data, but our resolution along the chromosome is not sufficient to determine the true source of the correlation. Beyond the question of resolution, it should be recognized that the present analysis has the following limitations: (a) Pearson's correlation is a fundamentally linear relationship; nonlinear relationships might well be missed; (b) Single cell lines may sometimes be unduly influential in determining the correlations of particular gene-gene pairs. The data are shown in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 , 15 and the calculations (based on the Cook's D statistic) are described in Supplementary Information. 15 Removal of outlier cell lines did, in fact, alter the significance of the correlation in some cases. (c) The data presented here give an incomplete biological picture of the relationship between DNA and RNA. Cancer cells are rarely diploid, and they almost always show large-scale genomic rearrangements. The NCI-60 cell lines are no exception (16) . The DNA copy numbers as measured in this study are relative to the ploidy of the cells and cannot convey information about the genomic context of gains and losses or information about rearrangements that do not lead to a net gain or loss.
We observed three cases in which there were strong correlations between genes whose products are known to interact with one another directly: CDC25A and CCNA2, CCNA2, and CDC25C, and TDG and SMT3H1. In the cases of the positive correlation of CDC25A copy number-CCNA2 expression and CCNA2 copy number-CDC25C expression, we questioned whether the correlation observed reflected a strong correlation between the genes at the DNA level or at the transcriptional level, rather than an interaction between the DNA copy number of one gene and the transcript of the other. In the case of CDC25A and CCNA2, the correlation reflected a relationship at the DNA level between the two genes. As described more fully in Results, we determined this because several types of correlation were seen: CDC25A copy number correlated with CCNA2 expression and both CDC25A and CCNA2 showed significant self-self correlations. The latter suggests that DNA copy number plays a large role in determining the expression levels of these genes. Therefore, the expression level of CCNA2 likely reflects to a large degree its DNA copy number. If true, then a correlation at the DNA level between the two genes would yield the observed correlation between CDC25A copy number and CCNA2 expression. This is indeed the case as CDC25A copy number correlated significantly with CCNA2 copy number.
Exploration of the correlation of CCNA2 copy number and CDC25C expression did not support a correlation at the DNA level but rather pointed to a correlation at the transcriptional level. Our data showed a significant, moderate CCNA2 self-self correlation, but CDC25C showed no significant self-self correlation. Therefore, it was unlikely that CDC25C expression would approximate its copy number. Indeed, there was no correlation between CCNA2 copy number and CDC25C copy number. However, because CCNA2 had a significant self-self correlation, DNA copy number might approximate expression level. Therefore, we looked at the transcript level for possible explanations for the observed correlation. CCNA2 and CDC25C share a common repressor binding site, CDE-CHR. Binding to that site results in coordinate transcription of the two genes during S phase in preparation for the G 2 -M transition (31) . The correlation of CCNA2 copy number with CDC25C expression is probably a reflection of this common transcriptional control.
It is unclear what to make of the inverse correlation of TDG copy number with SMT3H1 expression. TDG encodes thymidine-DNA glycosylase, a mismatch-specific uracil/ thymine-DNA glycosylase involved in base excision repair. SMT3H1 encodes SUMO-3, a small ubiquitin-like protein.
In in vitro base release assays, TDG binds the mismatched G*T or G*U and hydrolyzes the thymidine/uracil but does not release the abasic site (44, 45) . Hardeland et al. (32) have shown that sumoylation results in an f3-fold increase in the turnover of TDG. Introduction of APEX nuclease (multifunctional DNA repair enzyme) 1 (APE1) increased the turnover rate by an additional 3-fold (32) . The hypothesis is that unmodified TDG binds with high affinity to mismatched G*T or G*U, catalyzes removal of the T or U, and remains bound to protect the reactive abasic site. Modification of TDG by SUMO-3 in the DNAbound state then causes a conformational change leading to dissociation, and that reaction may be coordinated with APE1, the AP endonuclease downstream of TDG in the repair process (32) . If SUMO-3 speeds up the turnover of TDG, then the inverse correlation seen in our data might reflect a compensatory measure that keeps base excision repair functioning when the amount of TDG has been reduced through copy number loss.
Our data indicate a generally inverse correlation between the copy numbers of genes on chromosome 3p and expression of ERBB2. That observation is consistent with a previously observed ERBB2 overexpression in association with deletion or loss of heterozygosity of 3p in a subset of breast and ovarian carcinomas (33, 34) . Similar relationships have been seen in lung cancers (46) . It is unclear from the literature whether overexpression alone or overexpression as a result of amplification is responsible for those relationships. Our data did not indicate a relationship between ERBB2 copy number and the copy numbers or expression levels of ARHA or CDC25A, which are located on 3p. Those observations suggest that overexpression of ERBB2 is the important factor. An investigation of loss of heterozygosity at various loci in the primary mammary adenocarcinomas of a transgenic mouse model with ERBB2 under the control of the mouse mammary tumor virus promoter showed the frequency of loss of heterozygosity on mouse chromosomes 3 and 4 to be significantly higher than background (47) . The findings in that study suggest that the regions of loss of heterozygosity on chromosomes 3 and 4 may harbor tumor suppressor genes involved in ERBB2-induced carcinogenesis. One marker from the study, D3Mit127, lies in a region of mouse chromosome 3 that is syntenic with human chromosome 3p in the region surrounding CDC25A and ARHA, the two genes whose copy numbers were negatively correlated with ERBB2 expression in our study. The loss of genes on 3p may be a result of ERBB2 overexpression.
In addition to looking for relationships between gene copy number and mRNA level, we examined the relationship between DNA copy number and drug sensitivity for a set of 118 drugs with putatively known mechanisms of action (9, 24) . We first looked at the correlations between ABCB1/MDR1 gene copy number and drugs involved in the multidrug resistance phenotype. Consistent with previous literature, we were able to identify significant negative correlations between ABCB1 copy number and the activity of known substrates of the MDR1 efflux pump.
To identify regions of potential interest for follow up, we used the genomic image map analysis and graphical visualization. There were instances in which particular genes or regions of the genome were correlated with entire classes of agents. We found positive correlations between the tubulin interaction agents and genes at 3q26 (SLC2A2, PIK3CA, TERC, and several sequence-tagged sites) and 12p (ETV6). There were negative correlations between the activity of agents that incorporate into DNA and genes on 4q. In each case, the genes involved in the correlations were not related in any obvious way to the mechanisms of action of the drugs. Because no convincing candidate targets or modifiers of action were identified, the correlations involving those loci are probably statistical coincidence or ''linkage effects'' that might be resolved with higherresolution studies. ANKRD17 emerged as a possible explanation for the negative correlation between genes on 4q and agents that incorporate into DNA. ANKRD17 has no experimentally known function, but it is hypothesized through electronic annotation to have a role in DNA binding and mismatch repair, functions that are consistent with the negative association with agents that act through DNA incorporation.
The most immediately interesting drug-copy number relationship thus far identified in the present study provides a new dimension to our earlier report of a relationship in the NCI-60 between the expression of asparagine synthetase and sensitivity to the bacterial enzyme L-asparaginase (9) . L-asparaginase has been used since the early 1970s to treat acute lymphoblastic leukemia and some other hematogenous malignancies. Those cells are often low or lacking in endogenous asparagine synthetase and must therefore scavenge asparagine from the bloodstream. L-asparaginase depletes circulating asparagine and selectively starves the cancer cells (48, 49) . Occasional responses in various types of solid tumors were reported in early clinical trials (48) , but the data were apparently insufficient to justify phase II trials for clinical efficacy. As described in more quantitative detail in Results, we found a strong inverse correlation (À0.98; ref. 9) between expression of asparagine synthetase and sensitivity to L-asparaginase for the leukemia cells among the NCI-60. There was a similar correlation (À0.88) for the ovarian cell types (9) , but that value was not high enough to survive statistical ''multiple comparisons'' testing. Hence, we considered it a clue to formulate the null hypothesis that a subset of ovarian cancers would be susceptible to treatment with L-asparaginase. In analyzing data from the present study, we asked whether the same sort of negative correlation would be found between L-asparaginase activity and DNA copy number of loci in the vicinity of asparagine synthetase on 7q. If so, the finding would lend credence to the initial hypothesis and also suggest a possible mechanism for the differences in expression of the enzyme. We did, indeed, find the correlation to be very strong (À0.98; 95% bootstrap CI, À0.999 to À0.899) in the ovarian carcinomas. Furthermore, loss of 7q has been observed in ovarian carcinomas (50 -54) . Those observations strengthen the rationale for studying L-asparaginase activity in clinical ovarian tumors and suggest a mechanism on which sensitivity or resistance may be based. An additional, potentially important attribute of L-asparaginase's mechanism of action (i.e., depletion of circulating asparagine) is that the enzyme need not penetrate into a tumor to be effective.
In conclusion, we have presented here a new database of array CGH results focused on cancer-related genes in the NCI-60 cells and have analyzed correlations of those data with mRNA expression and drug sensitivities of those same cells. The L-asparaginase/asparagine synthetase story, which will have clinical implications if the relationships hold for clinical tumors, was particularly apparent and interesting to us. However, the DNA copy number database will also serve as a publicly available ''time capsule'' to be mined by investigators with domain expertise and research focus on their own particular genes or drugs. Integration of the DNA copy number data with the other rich data resources on the NCI-60 can then be used for further exploration and incisive analysis.
